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(Received 12 February 1990)

We describe a first-principles theory for compositional and magnetic correlations in alloys and com-

pare the results of the theory with recent diffuse, unpolarized, neutron-scattering measurements on a sin-

gle crystal of ferromagnetic Fe().«5Vp l35. The nuclear cross section is described very well by the theory
and we are able to connect the q-dependent structure to the underlying electronic structure of the alloy.
The magnetocompositional and magnetic correlations may also be obtained for comparison to polarized
measurements.

PACS numbers: 71.20.Cf, 64.60.Cn, 75.40.Cx, 75.50.Bb

At the root of alloy theory, and of crucial importance
to its subsequent exploitation in the design of new alloys,
are the electronic driving mechanisms for particular
physical properties. ' In metallic alloys the electrons can-
not be allocated to particular lattice sites nor can their
effects be interpreted in terms of pairwise interatomic in-

teractions. It is necessary to solve the many-electron
problem as accurately and realistically as possible and to
establish a theory for the appropriate correlation func-
tions in terms of this solution. Such correlation func-
tions then reveal, for example, the electronic mechanisms
that determine the compositional, or magnetic, ordering
in the alloy. At this point the theoretical results can be
compared directly with single-crystal, diffuse x-ray or
neutron-scattering experiments which probe closely re-
lated quantities. For a wide range of alloys, magnetic
and compositional order appear to be strongly interrelat-
ed, requiring an analysis of their compositional, magne-
tocompositional, and magnetic correlation functions in

terms of their underlying electronic structure. For these
systems, polarized neutron-scattering experiments pro-
vide the most stringent test of theoretical results.

Here we outline a first-principles theory for composi-
tional ordering in alloys and its dependence on their
magnetic structure. It is therefore applicable to alloys in

which the compositional phase transition occurs at a
lower temperature than the magnetic one. In practice,
alloys are typically quenched from high temperatures
(T), and, because of the differing response times of the
chemical and electronic degrees of freedom, a high-T
chemical state is frozen in. If its eftective temperature is
below the Curie temperature, then its atomic correlations
depend upon the magnetically ordered state. Thus, in

order to compare our results to the experimental, single-
crystal (quenched) data of Cable, Child, and Nakai4 in

which the eA'ective temperature was estimated to be be-
low the Curie temperature, we apply our theory to a
magnetically ordered, iron-vanadium alloy (Fep s65-

Vp ii5). This is the first comparison between the compo-
sitional correlation function of a magnetic alloy deter-
mined from first principles and that obtained from
diffuse nuclear cross-section data. It is made most natu-
rally in reciprocal space, where long-range effects show

up as simple peaks. All features of the experiment are
reproduced and, moreover, they can be interpreted in

terms of the spin-polarized electronic structure of the al-

loy; i.e., the electronic origins of the ordering mecha-
nisms are identified.

The starting point for the theory is an accurate treat-
ment of the electronic structure of the compositionally
disordered, magnetically ordered alloy via the self-
consistent field, Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker, coherent-po-
tential approximation (SCF-KKR-CPA) method. s

Within the local-spin-density approximation (LSDA),
this method enables the equilibrium properties of such
alloys to be described to a similar accuracy as for com-
positionally ordered systems. For a substitutional alloy,
any configuration may be specified by a set of site occu-
pation variables denoted by jg;j, where, for a binary
A,Bt, alloy, (; 1 (0) for a site i occupied by an A (B)
atom. Formally, within the LSDA, the electronic grand
potential 0 (fg;j ) for a system of electrons moving in the
fields set up by this arrangement of nuclei can be written
down and the statistical mechanics of the compositional
fluctuations considered. Because of differing time
scales, the averages over the electronic degrees of free-
dom may be performed for a given atomic configuration
(thus separating the electronic and compositional de-
grees of freedom) and D can then be considered as a

corn position ally fluctuating alloy Hamiltonian. 4'e
briefly describe the contents of the theory below; specific
details may be found in Ref. 8.

Averaging O(j(;j) over the compositional fluctuations
in site and occupation space provides an expression for
the free energy F of the high-T, compositionally disor-
dered system. The free energy may be expanded about a
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suitable reference alloy Hamiltonian Qo by using the
Feynman-Peierls inequality, F ~ Fo+ (0 —0o)o =F,
and statistical averages (denoted by ( )) performed to
give a variational upper bound on the free energy, as

long as Ap is exactly soluble. It follows that the statisti-
cal average for any quantity, e.g., the A-atom occupation
probability c;(g;) at site i, may then be obtained. The
single-site choice Qo =g;f;(g;) for the reference Hamil-
tonian sets up a mean-field theory' in which the func-

tions f; are found from a functional minimization of F.
These f s are expressed in terms of site-restricted aver-

ages, namely, f;(g') =(Q)o~~ -~, which are readily avail-

able from SCF-KKR-CPA electronic-structure calcula-
tions. Hence our choice of reference Hamiltonian un-

derscores the consistency within our approach. Besides
depending fully on the alloy electronic structure, note
that (Q)o depends on the local concentrations jc;j direct-

ly, and on the KKR-CPA local moments [tu ] indirectly,
where a denotes A or 8 atoms.

Although, in principle, c; can vary from site to site in

the lattice, we consider only the case of a homogeneous
probability distribution (i.e., c; =c, the high-T, randomly
disordered state). By considering concentration fluctua-
tions in this state via linear response theory, an expres-
sion for the atomic-pair correlation function (a;~
-(g;g~) —(g;)(g~)) is obtained, s which depends on the
electronic structure of the homogeneously disordered al-

loy. In reciprocal space, this correlation function (for a
binary alloy) may be expressed as

a (q) =2Pc (1 —c) [1 —Pc (1 —c)S 2) (q) ]

with

S(2) Sc,c+QSc,P" A+QSc,
@~hatt

and p=(kgT) '. The terms S,J" and S,~'" are the vari-
ation of B(Q)/b'c; (the local chemical potential) with

respect to c, and pg, respectively, and y~ denotes

Bp /Bc~. Evidently, magnetic contributions to S( )(q)
arise directly from the spin-polarized electronic structure
through S"and indirectly from the changes of the local
moments due to variations of the local chemical environ-

ment through y'.
It should be noted that the form of the atomic correla-

tions given in Eq. (1) is quite general within density-
functional theory, and, moreover, S (q) contains in-

teractions to all orders, not just of the pairwise form.
However, from our use of KKR-CPA electronic struc-
ture and mean-field statistical mechanics (i.e., including
only ideal entropy from our choice of Qo), S ( (q) may
be considered as the first-principles generalization of the
effective pairwise ordering energy V(q) used by Krivo-

glaz " and by Clapp and Moss' in their pair-potential
approach to atomic short-range order.

The magnetocompositional correlation function

(&(;p, ) —((,)(p, )), obtained from the moments' depen-
dence on the local chemical environment, may be written

!v d JYM d M

+( +
de

&
dco dro

&
dto

(3)

where (=+ I ( —1) if neutrons are polarized parallel
(antiparallel) to the magnetization. On the right-hand
side of Eq. (3), the nuclear, nuclear-magnetic, and mag-
netic contributions are proportional to a(q), Y(q), and

g(q), respectively. The first direct q-dependent compar-
ison of an experimental and ab initio theoretical cross
section for a magnetic alloy is now presented.

Iron-vanadium alloys are particularly suitable for a
comprehensive theoretical and experimental study. Fer-
romagnetic bcc solid solutions form over a wide range of
concentrations. ' The Fe and V atoms are of similar size
but are quite different in their neutron-scattering ampli-
tudes (bF, bv =0.—99) and the diffuse scattering is con-
sequently relatively intense with little distortion from
static lattice-displacement eff'ects. Also, with extensive
Mossbauer and NMR studies' of Fe-V magnetic multi-
layers available, tests for the theoretical study and design
of such structures via the y ~'s are possible.

Recently, Cable, Child, and Nakai have reported un-

polarized diffuse neutron-scattering measurements on a
quenched, single crystal of Fep865Vp f35 in which the nu-
clear cross sections for directions [001], [011],and [111]
were extracted. This alloy has a Curie temperature of
1180 K. The sample was water quenched after being an-
nealed at 1270 K and Cable, Child, and Nakai estimated
(based on an approximate quench rate and the rapidity
of atomic diff'usion) the effective quench temperature
relevant to the compositional fluctuations in the bulk
crystal (-1.5 cm ) to be 900 K. Then, assuming this
estimated temperature is accurate insofar as it lies below
the Curie temperature, the atomic short-range order is

as V(q) =a(q) y(q), where

y(q) =(pg —po)+c)g(q)+(I —c)) s(q) .

),(q) is the Fourier transform of )",~ and is dependent
upon details of the KKR-CPA electronic structure. In
real space, these "local" magnetochemical response func-
tions y~ measure the efIect of changes in the chemical
environment upon the magnitude of the moments. For
instance, they may be used to investigate the variations
of site magnetizations upon chemical ordering transitions
or, possibly, within metallic multilayers.

Finally, the magnetic correlation functional ((p;p~)—(p;)(pj)) within this approach gives a susceptibility

g(q) =a(q)[)(q)] +g(q). g diverges at the analog of
the Stoner criterion for an alloy, while the first term de-
scribes the coupling of compositional and magnetic
correlations.

Most importantly, these functions are closely related
to those used to interpret x-ray, neutron-scattering,
NMR, and Mossbauer spectroscopic measurements. In
particular, polarized neutron-scattering diff'erential cross
sections may be written as
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set up by the magnetically ordered electronic structure.
A comparison of our first-principles calculation of a(q)
with these data is given in Fig. 1. We have used the
same values of bF, b—v and background (incoherent and
multiple scattering) cross sections (0.154 b/sratom).
The calculated average magnetic moment of 1.78pq
(2.18p~ on Fe sites and —0.81pii on V sites) compares
well with the experimental estimate of 1.78pa (2.18pii
on Fe sites and —0.82pir on V sites). ' (The calculated
Slater-Pauling curve for a range of Fe-V alloys is com-
pared to experiment in Ref. 16.) Our calculations were
performed above the theoretical chemical-transition tem-
perature (-975 K) but below the theoretical magnetic-
transition temperature (-1400 K) (our mean-field

theory typically overestimates these temperatures by
20%-30%) and successfully reproduce the main features
of the experiment. The dominant peaks at q =(100) and
(111), indicative of a P-CnZn-type ordering tendency,
are evident in both the theory and experiment, as is the
peak at ( —,

'
—,
' 0). The experimental data are not symme-

trical about the ( —, —,
' 0) point as the symmetry of the lat-

tice dictates, which either results from displacement
effects or suggests an inaccuracy in the subtraction of the
two Bragg peaks along this direction. Particularly strik-
ing is our reproduction of the double-peak structure in

the [111] direction which was proposed as a specific
challenge to the theory.

A least-squares fit with S (q) yields Fourier
coefficients (real-space interactions) which reproduce our
q-space results accurately, but only if many real-space
neighbor shells are used, in accordance with the findings
of Cable, Child, and Nakai. Below we describe the ori-
gins of the correlations in FeV and show that they arise
mainly from short-ranged interactions. As a result, a
comparison of interactions from a few neighbor shells

may be valid. For the first three neighbor shells, the
theoretical (Si = —68, S2 = —39, and Ss =16 meV) and
experimental (S~ = —68, S2 = —44, and S3 =8 meV)
interactions compare favorably. Note that the experi-
mental (0.63) and theoretical (0.57) ratios of Sq/Si lie

properly below the value —,
' that defines the stability lim-

it for P-CuZn-type ordering.
We now isolate the mechanisms responsible for driving

the ordering —the ultimate aim of an alloy theory. We
find that the prominent q-dependent features are pro-
duced by the majority-spin electronic structure which is

strongly affected by disorder, whereas, the minority-spin
electrons contribute little to the ordering or the cross sec-
tion since they "see" little difference between the Fe and
V sites. ' The half filling of the majority-spin states'
(roughly split into bonding Fe states and antibonding V
states) accounts for the ordering tendency, in contrast to
¹irich NiFe alloys. ' This highlights the importance
that the exchange splitting can have in driving composi-
tional order. Along the various directions, the overall
structure of a(q) results mainly from first-nearest-
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FIG. 1. Comparison of the calculated and experimental nu-
clear cross sections for bcc Feo.s6sVD lss along the (a) ll 1 ll, (b)
[1101,and (c) [1001 wave-vector directions. Note the different
scale for (b).
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neighbor interactions [S ' '(q) =S 1 exp(iq Roi ) ] and
reflects the symmetry of the bcc lattice. Of most interest
are the two peaks along the [111]direction which have
separate origins. The first peak along I -P-H is due to
short-ranged interactions strictly and requires at least
the second- (52) and third- (53) neighbor interactions.
The second peak arises from a locus of diffuse intensity
which crosses the (111) symmetry line due to a
"2kF(111)"nesting vector (i2kFi = 2.46, in units where
I -h-H is 1) in the majority-spin Fermi surface. These
loci of diA'use intensity also cross the P to N symmetry
line about midway along. These nested sheets of alloy
Fermi surface are remnants from that of bcc iron. With
increasing V content, the Fermi-surface-derived peak
should shift due to changes in the electron number and
should disappear due to increased disorder broadening.
Calculations are planned to confirm this suggestion. An
independent experimental investigation of these features
and the electronic structure is also desirable. It is in-

teresting to note that the Fermi surface of bcc iron cal-
culated from models of the paramagnetic state' main-
tains vestiges of this structure. ' We conjecture that this
feature would persist even for samples with higher
effective quench temperatures.

This comparison between the calculated and experi-
mental nuclear cross sections is the first of its kind, and
is both qualitative and quantitative. Moreover, our re-
sults underscore the importance for direct q-space com-
parisons between the two. For instance, extracting real-
space interactions requires further approximations and is
not necessary for interpreting the ordering mechanisms.
In Feps6sVp|35 the structure of the nuclear cross section
results predominantly from short-range interactions,
which give rise to the P-CuZn-type ordering tendency.
But, Fermi-surface-driven (long-range) interactions give
rise to the second peak along the [111]direction. Final-

ly, polarized neutron scattering has been carried out
mainly on polycrystalline alloy samples (see, e.g. , Ref.
14). Here essentially the spherical average of Y(q) is
measured, making y(q) difficult to extract. We look for-
ward to comparing the magnetocompositional descrip-
tion within our theory, i.e. , Y(q) and y(q), and polarized
measurements on single crystals. If the Y(q) is de-
scribed as successfully as the a(q), then a fruitful colla-
borative study of the ordering processes for a variety of
magnetic alloys is feasible, with the possibility of design-
ing compositionally modulated alloys or multilayers with

specific magnetic properties.
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